Low-capacity drains
For used fluid collection

Lincoln's low-capacity drains were developed to collect used fluids, such as motor oil, transmission fluid and coolant, from lift-mounted vehicles in vehicle service applications. Available in 8-gallon (30 liter) and 18-gallon (68 liter) models, these drains provide key features that are not available in other drains in this price range.

Designed for stability and efficiency, the low-capacity drains quickly and easily adjust to the proper height to collect fluids. Both models have an integrated oil filter drain shelf to eliminate the need for a secondary surface to drain the filter or set tools. The funnel on both models is designed to include an added raised area to act as a splashguard to catch overspray and to positively orient larger optional drainage trays. Model 3518 features a drain spigot and a standard bung port that can be used with a variety of hand or rotary pumps to remove the collected fluid. Both the 3508 and 3518 models can be used with an optional cam-lock drainage kit for use with standard cam lock diaphragm pump systems.
Lincoln low-capacity drains provide a lower-cost option than steel tanks

- **Model 3518**
  Adjustable from 40 to 77 in. (101 to 195 cm)

- **Model 3508**
  Adjustable from 36 to 65 in. (91 to 165 cm)

- Reservoir's flat-top design holds drain filters, tools, nuts, bolts, etc.

- Durable, high-density polyethylene reservoir utilizes space efficiently and prevents damage to vehicles

- Casters enable easy movement and have over-molded steel inserts for long service life

- Splashguard for overspray protection

- Quick-adjustment clamp enables simple raising and lowering

- Larger drain pans models 820015 and 820016 (Optional accessories, sold separately)

- Standard bung port for compatibility with Lincoln rotary and diaphragm pumps (model 3518 only)

- Rotary pump model 6402 and hand pump model 1340 (sold separately)

- **Model 820036 tool caddy**
  (Optional accessory, sold separately)

- **Model 820039 cam lock drain kit**
  (Optional accessory, sold separately)

- **Rotary pump model G402 and hand pump model 1340**

- **Larger drain pans models 820015 and 820016**
  (Optional accessories, sold separately)

- **Standard bung port for compatibility with Lincoln rotary and diaphragm pumps (model 3518 only)**
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